
 

 

ARRIVALS 

In the guest arrival stage there are certain steps: 

I. Preparing for guest arrival (In reservation section) 

 Verification of documents 

 Preparing of documents i.e. Movement list or expected arrival +expected departure list. 

MOVEMENT LIST: It is document which contains the name of expected arrival and expected departure for 

next day. 

Diagram of movement list: 

 
 Pre Arrival: The front office needs a list of all guests expected on a given day to prepare for guest’s arrival, 

with their estimated arrival times, room type (or allocated room, if any), special requirements and so on. 

The arrivals list is usually generated, using the date in booking diary, the day before the arrival date, so that 

it is as current as possible. Separate group arrivals lists and VIP/SPATT (Special attention guest), 

handicapped guest, regular guest etc, lists may be generated a week in advance, however because these 

guest require more preparation. The various lists will be copied, as required by the housekeeping dept, F&B 

dept and guest relation. 

 Pre registration for some guest: Pre registration is an activity of registering a guest before his arrival based 

on the information already available. The entries are made in guest registration (GR) card. 

 Preparation of amenities voucher: This voucher is made by receptionist prior to guest arrival so that the 

extra amenities which is requested by the guest at the time of reservation shall be kept in the room. 

 
Preparation at reception desk 

 Morning briefing and reading log book. 

 Calculation of number of expected arrivals and departure 

 Calculation of room position- 

Room position-Available vacant rooms + no of rooms of expected departure – no of rooms of 

expected arrival. 

 Allocation of rooms for guest VIP’s etc. 



 

 

 Ensuring about amenities and arrangement like aarti, tikka etc. 

 

II. WELCOMING OR RECEIVING GUESTS: 

First impressions are incredibly important. The look, the appearance and manner of the reception and front staff will 

either match ,exceed or disappoint guest’s expectation, which in turn may influence how they feel about their whole 

stay at the hotel, how they describe their experience to others. It dosen’t matter how good your check in system and 

procedures are, and how impressive the public area of the hotel, if reception staff don’t welcome every guest 

promptly, courteously and in friendly manner. 

 

WHY DO GUEST NEED TO REGISTER? 

Registration is helpful for both guest and hotel in various ways: 

 It satisfies the legal requirement for the hotel to keep records of their guests. 

 It provides a record of arrivals, while may help to account for residents in the event of a fire or other 

disaster. 

 It confirms guest’s acceptance of the hotel’s term and condition. 

 It occupies the guest while the receptionist checks booking records, allocates rooms, preparing keys 

etc. 

 

III. REGISTRATION PROCEDURE: 

 

                                                                                                                             

                                                                   

 
 

 



 

 

 
 

 

VARIOUS REGISTRATION METHODS 

 

 

 

           
     



 

 

     

 
   

 

 

   through a bell boy who will obtain a receipt of delivery. 

FORMAT OF C FORM 

 

 



 

 

 

                 

           and prepare arrival notification slip which is 

generally made in 5 copies, they are send in telephone department, hk department , food and beverage department, 

one in room rack and last in information rack. 

         

ROOMING OF A GUEST 

. 

                               

 
The bell boy will fill the arrival errand card and bell captain will prepare the bell captain control 

sheet. 

Room Allocation 

If a specific room has not yet been allocated, the receptionist may need to check on room 

status and allocate a room. Room status documents show which room are occupied, which are 

reserved, which are currently being worked on by housekeeping or maintenance and which are 

available for immediately.   



 

 

 

 
 

CREW ARRIVAL 

 
GROUP ARRIVAL 

Always try and pre register the group as far as possible. The reservation department should receive a finalized 

rooming list of group member names and room preferences from the group leader or organizer someday in 

advance before arrival. 

FO staff can prepare a set of individual registration card to room numbers are added and room key attached. 

The card and key, together with group programme and a map and brochure of the hotel can be put into 

individual envelopes or welcome packs for the group. When the group arrives they can be directed on a 

separate desk where they can sign and envelopes can be handed over as well and they can proceed to their 

room without any delay. 

V I P ARRIVAL 

 

guest service officer, and further 

should escort the guest and hand over the room key. 

 


